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Self 

 

 One of the themes we return to over and over again in class and in the readings has to do 

with the sense of “self.” We are exhorted by gurus to love ourselves (indeed, until we do so, we 

cannot effectively and compassionately love others) and be mindful and aware of not only 

ourselves, but all that goes on around ourselves. We must beware, though; what we think of as 

the “self” likely is not. Both Indian and Buddhist traditions warn us that any amalgamation of 

beliefs and actions and desires does not constitute a “true” self, the self is not simply the body or 

the mind (though the mind could be said to be a conceptual visualization of itself, like what a 

person thinks they look like when they can feel themselves but have no mirror) and the self is 

even further not the “soul,” whatever that could be said to be. The self is not anything outside of 

us with which we identify, nor is it rooted in the temporal – it is not what we have been or what 

we might be, it is who we are. So – if we know all of the things that the self is not, can we 

determine what it is, or more likely, what it is meant to be? Finally, do we need to do all of that to 

know and love the self, or can we just do that without the definitions? 

 As a preliminary step, I will throw out the “soul” altogether, as I regard it as best left in 
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discussions of Southern kitchens and Motown. The soul, such as we deal with it, is either a 

construction of the mind in an attempt to create further meaningful divisions for itself to play 

with, or it is another name for some state of already extant energy. Neither of those things is the 

self, and so are not pertinent to the discourse. 

 The first and easiest step on the road to the self is to toss out the antiquated and patently 

false dualism of the mind and the body as separate systems. As we learned in the kriya we were 

taught, we are in total neither of these. The central nervous system of the body is responsible for 

all of the input and output functions the human machine has, and it incorporates the meat of the 

brain and all of the nerves and synapses – every switch of the tracks for the trains of our sensory 

experience. Once one becomes aware of this fact (I myself was allowed to view a complete 

nervous system laid out on a slab and preserved) any separation between mind (a product of the 

brain's functions and fed by the nervous system) and body becomes unintelligible. The mind and 

the body are one, the mind is to the body as the heat is to the fire. One may be a product of the 

other dependent upon perception, but they exist in concert, and sustain one another through 

ongoing process. Such is the truth of mind and body; no dualism, simply one 'thing' working. 

 So is this the “self?” No, simply the means for consideration thereof. We would not be 

able to have awareness (much less enhance it through mindful meditation) without the mind-

body, which provides the platform and ability for self-reflection, self-consideration, and eventual 

self-realization. Directing the thoughts inward causes both the problem and provides the solution 

to it, to be sure: When we begin to regard the invisible or intangible (in this case, the mind) we, 

deliberately or not, provide symbolic conceptualization to assist in our attempt at understanding. 
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This often shortcuts real understanding (substituting an easier explained or visualized but not 

necessarily representative paradigm) and creates imagery that is inaccurate and unhelpful for true 

comprehension. I believe that this is why most people picture the brain when you say the word 

“mind.” The solution to this is to inwardly direct more consciously and with more discipline and 

focus in an attempt to understand that easy answers and representative symbolism are not the 

things we seek and in fact, become impediments to awareness, distractions. 

 These shortcuts are often ways for people to sidestep what seem to be inherently mutually 

contradictory concepts (like “the mind is the brain and the body and the self is the mind”, in part) 

by supplying a framework of analogy or seemingly applicable previous experience as a substitute 

for real insight or understanding. Once it realized that this is what has occurred, it is possible to 

break down the previous misconceptions or erroneous conclusions and work toward a better 

understanding through introspection. This is a lot of work, and there is ego sacrifice that 

happens, both of which make this an uncomfortable and undesirable endeavor for most people. 

 It is simpler (though not always easy) to rely upon one's beliefs, preconceived notions, 

and projections when dealing with the world, but none of these come from the self, and the 

problem with any of them lies not within their very existence but when they become confused by 

those who hold them with the very essence of the self itself. 

 Beliefs are venerated (especially within our society) as something vitally important, when 

really, there couldn't be anything less important around. Beliefs are simply the way one's mind 

goes in regards to a particular subject, and people with experience know that beliefs change, and 

when they cease to do so, one becomes a pedant, often a zealot, driven by the dangerous 
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conviction that what's inside your mind regarding a particular subject simply must apply to 

others, must be true. This is ludicrous behavior on the face of it, and it is only custom and 

tradition that makes it seem less so – we are used to it. People knocking on my door on a Sunday 

to save me from the fires of a Hell they believe exists are engaged in crazy behavior, whether 

most call it so or not. We see it a little better when people believe less mainstream things, like 

ghosts in the kitchen cabinets or secret messages & recipes in the horoscope column, and it 

becomes painfully clear when a guy puts on a tinfoil hat and runs for office on the Anti-

Freemasonic Mind Control ticket. This is all the same behavior, though: being driven by some 

notion that the beliefs that have currency for you are somehow true or important, when really, 

they are about as consequential as your preferences regarding ice cream flavors, seasons, or 

carpet colors. (Rocky Road, Autumn, and deep greens, for the record.) 

 Preconceived notions tend to be result of lazy thinking. Or perhaps a total lack of real 

introspection or analysis. A thing happens. A happening. Maybe it happens once, perhaps more 

than once. Without truly examining the event and its surroundings, we project that it will happen 

again. This is the birth of generalization, and its ugly cousins, stereotyping and discrimination. 

Once people have reached this point of expectation, they begin to decide that their expectation is 

true, is a real thing. Aside from the damaging societal problems created by these (which are 

somewhat tangential to this discussion) they are inaccurate, lack compassion, and bury the self 

behind a veneer of useless and non-realistic expectations. 

 Projection is the unpacking of the baggage of life onto something that's happening. That 

unpacking often interferes with the actual event, and sometimes cannot be separated from it. It 
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keeps a person from being entirely aware of what's happening at any given moment and can 

obscure and pervert experiences into other experiences entirely. Taken together, it is easy to see 

that projections of this kind, together with beliefs and preconceived notions about things can be 

extremely toxic to the self, and are not inherent to the make-up thereof. 

 So what of desires or dreams, the things we want? Until they either impact our existence 

in a negative way or infringe upon the rights of others, I would argue that they are not harmful. 

There is nothing wrong with the desire for cake. When that desire consumes a person, or they 

resort to gluttony or taking somebody else's cake, it becomes a problem. Moreover, and most 

germane to the topic of the self, people often become so consumed by their desires that they 

identify with them, that is, they become their own desire for the thing. It is easy to see how this 

could happen; if one desires great fame or wealth or skill or a particular person or a far-flung 

goal, the pursuit thereof takes time, effort and dedication – so much so that it can occupy all of a 

person's waking hours. When there is nothing going on besides the pursuit, one can begin to 

believe that this pursuit is all there is, especially when practical, day-to-day experiences bear this 

out. Diversification of pursuits (so long as they are not simple distractions) can ameliorate this 

effect, as can simple appreciation of the 'now,' if one can enjoy the journey toward the supposed 

“goal” of one's desiring, then the goal drops in urgency and becomes less consuming. 

Modulation of desires not withstanding, it is important to not confuse what one wants with who 

one is, and easier to do than many people realize. 

 If none of these is the self, then – and you would not have a hard time getting most of 

Western psychology, child development and medicine to agree with you on these – the question 
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remains, “What is?” What constitutes the self, when we strip away what we believe and carry 

with us, the supposed division between our minds and bodies, and take away additionally the 

wants and drives of most people?  

 Are we our genetics? Do the proponents of “nature driven” personalities win out? Is our 

“self” packed into the sum total of chemicals whose potential is contained within the 23 

chromosomes we got from our moms and dads? Some of our totality would certainly come from 

this – skin color which in turn dictates some traditions and societal conventions, sex and gender 

(to be divided as separate factors, certainly, and neither, as has been revealed, dictated by the 

other), certain predispositions to diseases and conditions – but a person would be foolish to say 

that about someone; that they are completely their inheritance.  

 But we do say that, don't we? This guy is an African-American, that lady's an alcoholic, 

this one is gay, as if that tells any more than perhaps a prologue to anyone's story. What of 

“nurture,” (or one's environment and experiences of upbringing and life up to the moment of 

now) then? Does that encompass the self? Are you simply a Southerner or Yankee, raised in 

poverty or a rich kid, a preacher's daughter or a whore's son? Even if some or none of those is 

factual, they do not dictate self any more than they are allowed to by us – they are simply factors 

in development. These factors can be allowed to define us, but those are choices that we make or 

that we allow others to make for us, and they can be unmade just as easily. Again, they are 

simply chapters (or not) in the story of the self, and are as consequential to the narrative as we 

allow them to become. 

 Our personality that is built from these things is useful and important – but it is crucial to 
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assign it the correct level of importance. Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Thomas Hobbes both had 

ideas about the natural state of man that should inform this discussion without subjugating it; we 

have a baseline nature, surely, but one could assert that this is as varied as there are variations in 

say, outward appearance. To contend that it (our natural state) is one thing or another in specific 

is an antiquated idea, and not useful. So, let us say that we begin the construction of a personality 

from a person's natural state, whatever that may be, and then from that foundation we build up 

influences, experiences and data from throughout their life. This, provided that they are honest 

and true with their fellows (which has seemingly become a lot to ask) paints an accurate picture 

of who they are when dealing with others without resorting to thought experiments about babies 

raised outside without parents and teachers. This is still the face that points outward, while our 

self, which may inform this face, lies deeper within, and is who we are, not simply how we act 

towards others. In fact, the self demands this personality as a genuine expression of ourselves 

without being ourselves because of the ineffable and unquantifiable nature of our selves. To 

expand: the very action of using the blunt tool of language to describe who I am to you will 

render the explanation inaccurate. So too, the actions of living in relationship to who ourselves 

are at the core. What I mean is this: I take issue with the contention that our personalities do not 

reflect ourselves. Provided we are not complete liars, they actually do. They are not ourselves, 

but they reflect them as best they can as we share ourselves with others. 

 I have, up to this point, done what I think is an exhaustive job of delineating what the self 

is not. I shall now attempt to say what it is – allowing that to be informed by what we have read 

and discussed in class, hopefully without blundering into ponderous and unhelpful definitions 
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that nail things down simply for the sake of so doing.  

 It seems as though the Eastern / Asian practices of meditation and awareness / 

mindfulness (and the rigorous processes in which one engages to get there) are simply ways to 

quiet ourselves so that the moment, the now, can be properly and completely appreciated. Not 

enjoyed as such, just experienced in a way that is as complete as we are able to manage within 

our collectively limited capacity.  

 This mindfulness tells us that the moment to be experienced is this moment right now, 

and that there is, in fact, no other moment than this one. The past was prologue and is gone, and 

the future is indeterminate, gossamer, and guaranteed to no one. So this is what there is. The 

now. The search for the self, with the finding as the goal, wastes the now. Looking for the self, 

trying to reveal it, peeling away layers, even, one could say, striking down in print what is and is 

not the self misses the point entirely.  

 The self is loving (or fully appreciating or having an immersive experience of) what is. 

Right here, right now. The self is completely contained within this moment that it occupies, and 

the act of fully experiencing what is happening in the now, in this moment, is the self. The self is, 

in totality, what we are right now as we have this experience, whatever that experience is. Since 

the now is always with us, we are always in it, limited only by out ability to be aware of it, and 

our limitations are things we can choose not to bring. 

 The self is the now. The now is the self.  

  


